
phenomenon of the world’s culture shrinking and expanding at the same time

Increasing the Increase in international trips and the incredible effects of the communication media 
throughout the world have led to the public become becoming familiar together especially in their life 
styles. Societies have relations and information interchanges with themselves that have widely merits 
and demerits. To my mind, though this development has some drawbacks such as fading of some of the 
traditional cultures, it will greatly benefit both individuals and society especially in exchanging of ideas 
and helping each other.

 Nowadays, people have many a lot of information from other countries’ life such as foods and those 
recipes, traditional clothes, hobbies and ceremonies which are very interesting for them. Because of this 
they have imitated other social customs and attitudes, which they find useful or enthusiastic for 
themselves. Some long-term traditionsal may be forgotten in the face of more new methods from other 
cultures that were populatedpopular. For example, fading and going to been forgotten, one of the 
Iranian traditional foods –Kaleh josh- and was replaced with fast foods.   

 In spite of the above mentioned, some individuals or start- up companies are able to learn how to do 
new methods that are implemented outside their countries in their own jobs. For example Tapsi Tap30 
as a taxi service that are is working by mobile applications are an Iranian version of international 
transportation Network Company which whose name is Uber. This kind of following are is very useful 
not only for the personal real and legal entitiespeople or company, but also for societies and economies.

Moreover, because of this relation, societies can help others in solving solve the problems which are 
faced facingwith them especially in alleviate alleviating poverty and raise raising living standards. For 
instance the campaign to help the girls who have are not allowed to study in Pakistan or women 
stereotype stereotyping in Afghanistan that are so effective for them.

To sum up, apart from some minor bad points that are inevitable as result of information interchange, it 
this is a useful trends for societies.

The ease of international travel and the spread of various kind of mass media all over the world have 
made it more possible than ever for people to know how other people live in other countries.

Do the advantage of this development outweigh the disadvantage?


